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AUG 1 3 1975
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASH I NGTON

August 12, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

CHARLESLEPPERT,

SUBJECT:

H.R. 7940, "Third Flag Bill"

JR.~.

You requested a status report on H. R. 7940, a bill to provide for minimum
rate provisions by nonnational carriers in the foreign commerce of the United
States.
H. R. 7940, was introduced on June 16, 1975, by Rep. Sullivan, Downing and
McCloskey. The bill was referred to the House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. The Committee has held one day of hearings and heard
four groups of witnesses. A copy of the witnesses statements are attached.
The House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee will continue hearings
on H. R. 7940 in September. The chances for passage of the bill at this time
is questionable and the staff considers passage of H. R. 7940 in its present
form as very doubtful. The problems presented against passage of the bill
are its impact on domestic port facilities and the impact on domestic corporations heavily involved in foreign commerce. The bill addresses the problem
of rate cutting and related malpractices in foreign commerce.
S. 868 is a companion measure introduced in the Senate. The Senate Commerce
Committee has held hearings on similar legislation in the 93rd Congress and has
completed hearings on S. 868 in this session of the 94th Congress. If no
further hearings are requested the bill S. 868, is expected to be reported to
the Senate after the August recess.

94TII
1sTCONGRESS
SESSION

H. a.· .79.4-.o

IN THE HOUSE OF
JUNE

REPRES~JNTATIVES

16,1975

Mrs. SuLLIVAN (for herself, Mr. DowNING of Virginia, and Mr. McCLOSKEY)
introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries

A BILL
To provide for minimum rate provisions by nonnational carriers ·
in the foreign commerce of the United States, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

1

assembled~

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress

3

That section 18 of the Shipping Act, 1916 (46 U.S.C. 817),

4

is amended by-

5

(a) deleting from paragraph (2) of subsection (b)

6

the clause: "which results in an increase in cost to the

7

shipper,";
(b) deleting the second sentence of said paragraph

8

(2), which reads: "Any changes in the

9
I

rates~

charges,

3

2
1

or classifications, rules, or regulations which rmmlt in a

1

showing by a national flHg carrier. However,. the Comrnissioh

2

decreased cost to the shipper may become effective upon

2

may stay any such rejection a,t any time within 30 days after

3

the publication and filing with the Commission."; and

3

the filing of such complaint or issuance of such order, upon

4

(c) inserting at the erid thereof a new subsection

4

a good cause showing by the nonnational flag carriers that

5

(c) , as follo·ws:

5

there is a rea~Sonahle probability that the nonnational flag

6

" (c) From and after 90 days following enactment of

6

carrier whll be able to pron} after hearing,. that the rejected

7

in any given trade

7 mattet is not in viQla.tioh gf tlris subsection. When any such:

in the foreign commerce of the United States shall maintain

8 rejection is stayed or when any such rate or charge is

this section, no nonnational flag. carrier
'"

8

9 rates or cna1ges in its tariffs filed with the Federal1\faritime

9

appretved after !Kmrimg, the rate or charge of the nonnational

10 Commission in that trade that are lower than the lowest

10 flag eanier may then ·become effective upon the date speci-

11 corresponding rate or charge of any national flag carrier in

11 fi~d by the Commission but not earlier than its originally filed

12

that trade unless said rate or charge is first detem1ined by

13 the Commission as prol:ided herein- t& be compensatory on

14 a commercial cost basrs. 'Vhenever after

~aid 9'()Jday pe~iod '

12

effective date. .At any hearing under this subsection, the

13 burden of proof to show that the rate or charge is not lower
H

than the lowest corresponding rate or charge of any national

15 ·there shall be on file or newly filed with the Commission

15 flag ca.rrier or that such rate or charge is compensatory on

16 by any nonnational. flag carrier a rate or, charge effective,

- 16 a commercial cost basis, shall be upon the publishing non-

17 in that given trade flnd whenever such rate or charge in. the.

17 national flag canier. Rates or charges which have been

18 given trade is lower than the lowest corresponding rate or

18 rejected by the Commission are void and their use other than

19 charge of any national flag carrier, then such tiling shall. be.

19 during a stay of rejection is unlawful unless authorized by

20 rejected if newly filed, or deemed newly filed and rejected

20

21 if on file pending a. final determination by the Commission,.

21 For the purposes of this subsection-

the Commission after hearing as provided in this subsection.

22

after hearing, concerning the lavdulness of said rate or charge.

22

"(i) the term 'national flag carrier' means a com-

23

if the Commission, in its discretion, detennin.es that such

23

mon canier by water operating vessels on regular ·berth

24

services to and from United States ports of call that are

24 rate is probably not compensatory on a cmr.unerieal0ost basis ..
25

either through its own investigation or upon a rea~nable

4

1

documented under the laws of the United States or the

2

other country in the given trade;

3

" (ii) the term 'nonnational flag carrier' means any

4

common carrier by water operating in the given trade,

5

other than a national flag carrier; and

6

7

"(iii) the term 'given trade' means the trade between the United States and another country.".
~
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STATEMENT
HELEN DELICH BENTLEY, CHAIRMAN
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION
BEFORE THE MERCHANT MARINE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES
July 22, 1975
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I am pleased to have this

opportunity to testify before your Committee on H.R. 7940,
a bill which would provide for minimum rate prov

lons

by nonnational flag carriers in the foreign commerce of
the United States, or as it is popularly known, the
"third-flag bill."
I am accompanied this morning by our Managing Director
Robert S. Hope and N. Thomas Harris, Director of our Bureau
of Compliance.
It gives me a particular satisfaction to testify
on this measure before this distinguished Committee,
for it is the Federal Maritime Commission's first
opportunity to directly tell the House of Representatives
of the vital need for swift passage of H.R. 7940.
Commission has appeared and formally commented on

The

-

2 -

third-flag legislation before the Senate Commerce
Committee's Merchant Marine Subcommittee no less than
three times in the last two years.

When Chairman

Sullivan, you Mr. Chairman, and Congressman McCloskey
introduced H.R. 7940 I was pleased to note that the
House of Representatives would promptly consider this
matter of paramount importance.
H.R. 7940 is the companion measure to S. 868 which
the Senate Commerce Committee has just recently favorably
reported.

These bills are the direct successors to

S. 2576, on which I testified in the 93rd Congress.
The problems to which we directed our attention at
that time have grown more serious.

The heart of the

problem is rate cutting in our foreign commerce, and
this practice is not limited to the state-subsidized
carriers.

There is little doubt the problem exists

on all major trade routes.

There is also little

doubt in my mind that H.R. 7940 will enable the
Commission to attempt to cure it.
Rate cutting is not a new problem.

In the late

1960's there was turmoil on the North Atlantic trade
routes.

Malpractices were taking place and unwarrant

rate reductions were being made.

The advent

containership added to the problems.

the

The rate at which

these ships were put into service tended to create
overtonnaging.

This is not to say that containerization

-

3 -

was or is bad for the trade, but rather to indicate
that when the amount of cargo carrying capacity multiplied
beyond the needs of the trade, rate cutting resulted
and chaos ensued.
Much has been done by the carriers, where possible,
with the help of the Commission, to alleviate the
situation in the North Atlantic.

The carriers have

introduced, with Commission approval, a new and viable
self-policing system in the North Atlantic designed
to put an end to previously rampant malpractices.

The

North Atlantic, however, even with an up-to-date selfpolicing system, is still occasionally plagued by the
results of rate war and related malpractices.
The crisis which existed in the North Atlantic also
spread to the trans-Pacific trades.

Overtonnage in

the Pacific, both in the inbound and outbound trades,
became a serious reality.

Not only was there an over-

abundance of cargo space available but there also entered
into these trades new carriers anxious to compete for
available cargoes.

The entry. of new carriers in the

trade combined with increased cargo could lead to "skimming"
of good cargo by selective rate reductions.

In addition,

some carriers in the trans-Pacific trades have offered
rates from 10 to 40

percent below conference levels.*

The stage is thus set for. the shipper and carrier alike
to resort to practices which generally lead to violent

- 4 trade eruptions.
The Federal Maritime Commission, ln supporting
H.R. 7940, is not opposed to low rates per se.

As a

matter of fact, we advocate rates which are as low as
feasible in order that our importers and exporters
are enabled to successfully compete in our international
trade.

We encourage carriers to offer good and efficient

transport services at rates which contribute to an
economically healthy steamship industry capable of
\

meeting the present and long-term needs of our commerce.
We recognize that third-flag carriers often offer
necessary services without which some U.S. exports
might not move because conference or independent nationalflag carriers do not-provide such services.

-

But, we

are opposed to rates which are so low as to disrupt
the stability of our international trades.

Those parties

which the Commission, and I'm certain, the Congress,
are most concerned about --- the importer, the exporter,
the shipper and most importantly, the American people
are being hurt and in the end will pay the price for
dealing with cut-rate operators.
H.R. 7940 will not eliminate competition from
trades that American vessels ply nor do we seek to
drive the independent operators out of the trades as
some critics charge.

This legislation will not support

artificially high rates.

H.R. 7940 will provide United

- 5 States carriers or foreign flag carriers in the given
trade, an insurance, of sorts, that they will face fair
competition from other carriers.
If we can effectively deal with the rate predators,
all segments of the American economic system involved
with international trading will be put on notice that
they will receive reliable and efficient services, at
prices dictated by the trade.
problem.

This briefly is the

We firmly believe H.R. 7940, with small

modifications (Appendix A) I shall discuss later, is
one step towards resolving that problem.
H.R. 7940, as introduced, forbids nonnational flag
carriers in any given trade in the foreign commerce
of the United States from maintaining rates or charges
in their tariffs filed with us which are lower than
the lowest corresponding rate or charge of any national
flag carrier in that trade unless the rate was first
determined by the Commission to be compensatory on a
fully distributed commercial cost basis.

Whenever such

a rate shall be filed by a nonnational carrier in that
trade, the Commission upon its own order or upon complaint
shall refect the rate, pending a determination after
hearing, concerning the lawfulness of the rate.

The

Commission may rescind such rejection at any time within
the thirty days after the filing upon a showing that
the rejected rate is not in violation of the statute.

- 6 The burden of proof in all such hearings that the rate
in question was compensatory on a fully distributed
commercial cost basis would be upon the publishing
carrier.
In addition to certain definitional terms provided
in H.R. 7940, Section 18 of the Shipping Act, 1916,
is amended to eliminate the immediate effectiveness
of any change in rates, charges, classifications, rules,
or regulations which result in a decreased cost to the
shipper when published and filed with the Commission.
This amendment to Section 18 is, in my opinion,
long overdue and should have been included in the Act
at the time it was amended in 1961.

...........

During the hearings

on H.R. 4299 (the steamship conference/dual rate bill),
the Commission endorsed a provision contained in that
measure which would have required that no changes be
made in filed rates except on publication and 30 days'
notice.

This requirement met strong objections,

particularly from conference members, who claimed that
such a procedure would handicap them in meeting the
emergency needs of shippers.

They argued that this

was an unfair notice provision which would divert traffic
from the conferences and American interests would suffer.
Thus, when the final version of the bill was agreed on
and introduced by the Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee as H.R. 6775, the 30-day notice requirement

- 7 was eliminated as to decreases in rates.
So long as there are procedures that allow the
Commission in its discretion and for good cause shown
to advance the effective date of a rate filing, we
cannot envision a situation brought about by the amendment, which would disrupt the operations of the carriers
nor be detrimental to our foreign commerce. Where the
need is genuine and supportable, the carrier's rates
would be permitted to become effective on less than
30 days required under H.R.

7~40.

The resultant

stability throughout the entire industry will be a most
desirable effect of this new procedure.
In my view, existing special permission procedures
should allow timely reductions in bona fide circumstances.
Carriers may be assured that any request to advance
an effective date will be handled fairly and expeditiously.
The Commission is convinced that the benefits of added
notice far outweigh alleged disadvantages.
Competing lines will be afforded an opportunity
to be aware of rate actions of their competitors and
examine their own rates with resulting strengthening
of market forces.

Shippers also will be able to know

of rate changes and make more informed selections of
carriers.

The Commission will have the opportunity

to adequately analyze rate filings and determine their
acceptablility prior to the stated effective date.

'*·.'·

- 8 -

As it is now the Commission cannot mechanically fulfill
its obligation to analyze the rate reductions prior
to their effective date since some time necessarily
occurs between the date a reduction may be received
and the period of time when the Commission's staff has
an opportunity to review the filing.

The 30-day period

will be better suited to a review of the filed rate
and will allow the Commission to take note of what is
occurring in a given trade and to take steps when warranted
to ward off rate cutting which might result in the outbreak of a rate war.
There is ample precedent for the 30-day requirement
for rate reductions.

Domestic carriers in interstate

and foreign commerce have been required under the
Interstate Commerce Act to file reduced rates on 30
days' notice.

Similarly, carriers serving our domestic

offshore trades are subject to such a requirement pursuant
to the Intercoastal Shipping Act, 1933.
I would now like to discuss the part of H.R. 7940
which in previous testimony has engendered considerable
controversey --- the provision in the bill as introduced
which would require the Commission to determine whether
a rate by a nonnational flag carrier would be compensatory
on a "commercial cost basis."

As I explained to the

Senate, this task would be very difficult.

The use

of national flag rates as the yardstick for the non-

- 9 national flag carriers to meet 1n justifying lower
rates presents a problem when a non-conference national
flag line already has much lower rates in certain trades.
'

~

4

We want to prevent a situation where exceptionally low
rates could be the standard for the Commission determining
the propriety of rates of other carriers, including
those conference lines who would be classified as nonnational flag carriers.

Our proposed amendments to the

bill as introduced (contained in Appendix A) would tie
the reasonableness of a nonnational carrier's rate to
the contract rates of the conference or rate agreement
in a given trade rather than those of the lowest rated
national flag carrier.

It is vitally important that
~

the standard of rate

reasonablenes~

.

be tied to conference

rates or rate agreements, for our experience has shown
~

that in certain trades national flag independents (i.e.,
non-conference) are not only well below the conference
rate, but even below state-subsidized carriers.

When

there is no conference or rate agreement in a specific
trade the lowest rate of any national flag line could
be the standard; if a trade employs a dual rate system,
the rate standard to be applied would be those rates
published at the lower contract rate level.

The 15%

contract differential leeway we propose in our amendment
would lessen the anticompetitive charge since this is
often the lower published rate range of independent

- 10 operators.
Once again I feel the resultant stability in our
trades --- both import and export --- will mollify the
critics of the use of the conference system as the axis
of H.R. 7940.

The conference system

lS

good for all

carriers since it allows them to compete at equal rates
under equal practices.
provide

Quality and efficiency of service

the competitive incentive within the conference

framework, while rate and service competition exists
between the conference and the non-conference lines
in a given trade.
During the past few years the Commission has not
idly stood by and allowed rate cutting to run rampant.
In efforts to achieve stability in our trades I have
met with representatives of a number of foreign countries.
For instance, I have met with various officials of the
Japanese government in an effort to find ways to eliminate
predatory rate cutting and other forms of malpractices
existing in the trans-Pacific trades.

As you are also

aware, I have entered into discussions with officials
of the Soviet Union concerning the maritime policies of
both of our governments and competitive practices existing
in those trades served by Soviet state-owned lines.
We are making use of the statutory powers we already
possess to combat unfriendly or discriminatory maritime
policies of foreign governments.

On July 3 the Commission

- 11 officially adopted a rule which seeks to spell out more
clearly procedures which the Commission would follow
in exercising its authority under Section 19(l)(b)
(46 USC 876) of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920.

That

section empowers the Commission to "make rules and
regulations affecting shipping in the foreign trade
not in conflict with law and order to adjust or meet
general or special conditions unfavorable to shipping
ln the foreign trade .

"

The rule is officially entitled "Regulations to
Adjust or Meet Conditions Unfavorable to Shipping in
the Foreign Trade of the United States", which I will
submit for the record (General Order 33; Docket No. 72-62;
Appendix B).

It will become effective on August 8, 1975.

The new rule lists specific countervailing action the
Commission might take against foreign governments or
owners, operators or masters of foreign vessels.

The

term "conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade" includes all forms of malpractices, such as direct
and indirect rebating which is alleged to be occurring
in the Far East Trades.

Discriminatory practices take

a variety of forms --- exorbitant fines, preferential
tax treatment, systematic rebating --- which are all
traditionally corrosive of ocean commerce.

The

Commission could react to these practices by limiting
sailings of the offender to and from U.S. ports, placing

- 12 ceilings on cargo in amounts or types for specified
periods, and the imposition of equalizing fees or
charges as well as the suspension --- in whole or part --of the tariffs of the offending entity, thereby excluding
him from U.S. trade.

Finally the new rule would allow

"any other action the Commission finds necessary and
appropriate . . .

II

As important as this new rule is, the Commission
still looks to the Congress for passage of H.R. 7940.
This bill would arm us with statutory authority and
procedure to act at the outset of a potentially crippling
situation.

Critics may argue that Section 18(b)(5)

of the Shipping Act, 1916 (46 USC 817) which grants
us the authority to"· . . disapprove any rate or charge
filed by a common carrier by water 1n the foreign commerce
of the United States or conference of carriers, which,
after hearing,

it finds to be so unreasonably high

or low as to be detrimental to the commerce of the United
States" or the rule I just described are adequate
deterrents to predatory practices.
Mr. Chairman, for this reason.

I strongly disagree,

Both Section 18(b)(5)

and Section 19(l)(b) contemplate case by case handling
~f

.

=

serious problems.

While valuable and effective for

isolated instances, action under them serves only as
an example to carriers that they had better be alert
in their own actions.

We would urge the Committee not

- 13 -

to be misled by those who state existing authority is
adequate or unused by the Commission.

H.R. 7940 would

amend the Shipping Act in a form to deal with expanding
merchant fleets and rate cutting as it exists in 1975
not as it was envisioned by the Congress over half a
century ago.

H.R. 7940 would give the Commission the

power to act at the time a rate which threatens the
stability of a trade is filed.

Armed with the powers

of H.R. 7940, the Commission could have prevented the
development of the serious problems in the trans-Pacific
trades.
I

urge the Congress to enact legislation to insure

that we have fair trade and that American flag vessels
will be able to fully participate in the carriage of
cargoes in U.S. commerce.

Current records show that

only 28% of U.S. liner imports and exports move on
American flag vessels.

The Congress must not let

predatory rate cutters deprive American flag carriers
of our own trade.

Accordingly, we urge prompt passage

of H.R. 7940.
Legis

ion along the lines proposed by H.R. 7940

will incur additional staffing and expenditures for
the Commission.

However, any estimate prior to

determining the final form this bill takes, especially
as it pertains to the standards by which the fairness
of the rate is to be determined,will be Jurnished to

- 14 the Committee at such time as final language is agreed
upon.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that
the Administration feels there are many difficult
que~tions

...

which have not beep agQP2£Sed concerning the

imp~his

bill on '"wmpgti +jon in apr foreign trade

and on our relations with other nations.
If I might be allowed to close on a personal note,
as you know I asked President Ford not to be reconsidered
for renomination.

I have tried for the past 5 3/4

years to be an effective regulator - Chairman of the
Federal Maritime Commission, while at the same time
recognizing the plight which our merchant fleet faces.
It is very appropriate that H.R. 7940, a bill which
I feel

so desperately needed if our merchant marine

is to survive the world trading challenges

the 1970's

and beyond and at the same time preserve the regulatory
integrity of the Commission, is perhaps the last
measure I shall formally testify on.

I want to thank

you Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Sullivan, and other members of
the Committee for your many kindnesses and spirit of
cooperation you have given to me, my staff and the
entire Commission during my chairmanship.
Thank you very much.

I will now be glad to answer

any questions you may have, or to supply additional
information for the record.

- 15 -

In the 1975 U.S.-Japan trade, rates of U.S. and
Japanese flag carriers were cut 16 to 20 percent
by the Far Eastern Steamship Company (FESCO) on
the carriage of T.V. sets, toys and bicycles.
On June 19, 1975, FESCO announced extensive
schedule adjustments and services from Long Beach,
Oakland, Seattle, Portland and Vancouver, B.C.,
as part of their growing California-Japan/Hong Kong
service.
Also, in the trans-Pacific, the New York Freight
Bureau- Hong Kong #5700 and Trans-Pacific Freight
Conference - Hong Kong #14 are experiencing many
resignations by carriers who are alleging they
must resign to remain competitive.

APPENDIX A
"(e) (1) Not later than ninety dqs following enactment hereof'.
every carrier in any g1ven trade in the

to reign commerce

of' the

United States shall adjust the rates and charges in its tar11'f's
filed w1 th the Federal Marit.i.M Commission in that trade so that
they are not lower by' more than

15 percent of' the lowst eorre-

1

sponding rate or charge effective in that trade tUed by' an
approved conference unless said rate or charge is justified by'
such carrier to the satisfaction or the Co.adssion to be
tory on a fully distributed eOJ'IIIftl!lrcial cost basis.

co~nsa-

It there is no

approved conference in the given trade, the carrier sh&ll. adjust
its rates and chargee eo that they are not lower by 110re than

15 per-

cent or the lowest cor-.responding rate or charge on file with the
Commission by a national tlag carrier.
"(2) Whenever there shall be filed with the COIIllliasion by"
arJ1 carrier a rate or charge which is lower by more than

15

p8 rcent

of the lowest effective corresponding rate or charge filed by an
approved conference or if' there is no approved conference in that
given trade, by more than

15 percent of

the lc:Mest etfecti w corre-

sponding rate or charge filed by aey national flag carrier, upon
complaint that such rate or charge ia lower by more than

ot the lowest correspording rate or charge

or

15 percent

the approwd conference

or national. flag carrier rate or charge, as applicable, or upon the
Commission's own order

1!10

alleging, such filing shall be rejected

pending a determination by the COJIIII.ission, after hearing, that such

2.

rate or charge is compensatory on a tully distributed CODIII!Iercial
Provided, however, That the Collllission 11&7 rescind

cost basis:

such rejection at

arrr

tille within thirty dqs after the filing or

such rate or charge, upon a showing by the carrier that the

rejected

rate or charge is compensatory on a tally distribttted commercial
cost basis.

The rate or charge

or

the carrier rray then

beco~~~~e

ettectiw on the date prodded by the Commission in its notice or
recision.

If after hearing, the rate is detennined by the COIIIId.s-

sion to be compensatory on a tully distributed cOMmercial cost
basis, the rejection sh&ll be rescinded and the rate or charge
permitted to becom etreotive at the date specified in an order
of the Commission.
II

(3) At al'(f' hearing under paragraph (2)' the burden

or

proof to show that the rate or charge is not lower by 110re than

15 percent of the lowest corresponding rate or charge or

~

approved conference or national. nag carrier or that such rate or
charge is compensatory on a fully distributed

c~rcial

basis, shall be upon the publishing carrier.

Rates or charges

oost

which have been rejected by the Commission are void and their
use 18 unlawful unless authorized by the Cond.ssion as provided
in this subsection.
II

(h) For the purpose

or

this subsection-

" (1) the term 'national flag carrier• means a
common carrier by water providing services to and rroa

3.
United States porta of oall Vi tb vessels that are
registered in the United States or the other countey
in the given trade but shall not include a COJIII'IOn carrier by water it tbat carrier or 1.171 &tfillate operates
wsaels in tbe giwn trade or 8111 other United States
trade, that are registered in a oountey other than tbe
United Statea or the other oountey in the gi-.en trade;
"(ii) the tel'll

1

giwn trade•

11188118

the trade

beween tbe United States and another countr:r;
11

(iii) the term 1 approved conference•

~~eans

a

conference of oo1111110n earners by water operating in the
1

given trade 1 pursuant to a freight oonf'erenoe agreement

approved pursuant to section lS of tbis Act aa provided
in the Collllld.ssion•s General order No. 24 (46 C.F.R. Part 522).
It there is no such approwd conference operating in the
'g1 ven trade • the term 'approved conference 1 shall mean a

' Rate Agreel'ent' in the g1 ven trade approved by the Colimission as provided in the Commission' a General order
No. 24 (46 C.F.R. Part 522).•
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CHPATER IV - FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION
SUBCHAPTER A - GENERAL PROVISIONS
General Order No. 33; Docket No. 72-62]

PART 506 - REGULATIONS TO ADJUST OR MEET CONDITONS
UNFAVORABLE TO SHIPPING,lN
THE FOREIGN TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES
...
General Order No. 33 was published by the Commission on November 1,
1974 and was to become effective on November 31, 1974.

However, since

General Order No. 33 prompted numerous requests to delay the effective
date and extend the time for filing petitions for reconsideration, the
Commission on November 21, 1974 stayed the effective date of the rule
and invited interested parties to file their views and arguments regarding
the reconsideration thereof.
Comments on reconsideration have been submitted by or on behalf of
a number and variety of interested parties including Hearing Counsel.
The Commission has carefully considered the position of all the parties
and the final rules promulgated herein have been drafted with the parties'
comments and arguments in mind.

The bulk of the comments submitted

concern themselves with matters which have been argued before the Commission
in this proceeding before and which have already been fully considered
and properly disposed of by the Commission.

We will not address ourselves

to those matters further. We are limitiug our discussion here to those
comments and arguments which have prompted changes in the final rules
promulgated herein.

A section by section discussion of these changes is

therefore appropriate.

D

)

3, 1975
)
(FEDERAL MARITIME COM}ITSSION )
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Section 506.1 Purpose
The word "may" has been substituted for "will" in the last sentence
of this section to make it clear that Commission action under these
section 19 regulations is discretionary.
506.2 Scope
This section was likewise revised to indicate the discretion of the
Commission in invoking these regulations.

A change was also made in the

wording to make this section consistent with the wording of the Merchant
Ma~ine

Act, 1920.

506.3 Findings - Conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade of the United States
Paragraph (c) of this section was amended to indicate that the
Commission was not concerned with mere differences in treatment to the
vessels in the foreign trade of the United States but is concerned with
the effect those differences and treatments have upon the foreign trade
of the United States.

One party wished the Commission to add to this

section and other sections explicit provisions relating to the use of
rebates in the foreign trade.

Since rebating is covered in section

18(b)(3) of the Shipping Act, 1916 and may be covered under the general
terms of these regulations, the Commission does not think it necessary
to make any such amendment.

The wording of the first sentence of this

section has been changed to make it clear that these regulations are to
apply to the acts of foreign governments or of foreign owners, operators,
agents, or masters.
506.4 Petitions for

s~ction

19 relief - General - Who

m_~_file

The wording of this secti.on has been changed ":o indicate that the
Commission is not, in any way, limiting the application of this section
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by specifically naming some of the persons who may file petitions.
506.8 Initial action to meet apparent conditions unfavorable Resolution through diplomatic channels
This section was changed to give foreign countries notice that the
Commission will notify the Secretary of State when conditions unfavorable
to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States apparently exist
and that it may request that he seek resolution of the matter through
diplomatic channels.
506.9 Actions to meet conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade of the United States
Commentators to this section

asserted that tariff suspension would

not be a lawful exercise of section 19 powers.

While it is true that

sections 18(b)(4) and (5) set out the circumstances when the Commission
may suspend tariffs under the Shipping Act, 1916, the powers of the
Commission under section 19 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 are much
broader.

Therefore, this section remains unchanged.

506.11 Production of information
Paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section were changed to make it
clear that the Commission was not restricting the scope of information
to be produced by listing some of the types of information which could
be ordered to be produced.
506.12 Production of information - Failure to produce
Objection

was directed to section 506.12 because it required the

Commission to find conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade of the United States when there was a failure to produce any
information ordered by the Commission to be produced under section
506.11.

There was an apparent confli.ct wi.th the wording of this section

- 4 and the explanation which was given to it in the preamble to the regulations
published on November 1, 1974.

In the preamble, the Commission stated

that this section would not necessarily apply to situations where there
was a bona fide effort to comply.

This explanation was in conflict with

the clear wording of the section.

Many parties asserted that the word

"will" should be changed to "may".

Such a change has been made in order

to make this section consistent with the intent of the Commission.

This

section has also been amended so that appropriate findings of fact may
be made when there is a failure to produce as well as the option of a
deemed admission.
Other nonsubstantive changes were made to these final rules to
conform with the amendments discussed herein.

This discussion has not

dealt with those comments which we viewed as being either irrelevant or
immaterial to the matters at issue.
As a final

matte~

we would point out for the edification of all

concerned, and lest there be any misunderstanding, that the rule promulgated
herein is not to be construed in any way whatsoever as a substitute vehicle
by which agreements approved by the Commission under section 15 of the
Shipping Act, 1916, might be contested.

Likewise, the new rule is not

intended in any way to replace, modify, or limit the traditional

crite~ia

considered in connection with applications under section 15.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority of section 19 (l)(D) of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1920 (46 U.S.C. §876 (l)(b)), section 4 of the
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. §553), sections 21 and 43 of the
Shipping Act, 1916 (46 U.S.C. 820, 84l(a)), and Title V of the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act of 1952 (31 U.S.C. §483(a)) and Reorganization
Plan No. 7 of 1961 (75 stat. 840), Part 506 of Title 46 CFR is hereby
revised to read as follows:

..
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PART 506 - REGULATIONS TO .i.DJUST OR MEET CONDITIONS
UNFAVORABLE TO SHIPPING IN THE FOREIGN TRADE
Section
506.1

Purpose

506.2

Scope

506.3

Findings - Conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
trade of the United States

506.4

Petitions for section 19 relief - General - Who may file

506.5

Petitions - How filed

506.6

Petitions - Contents

506.7

Petitions- Amendment or dismissal of

506.8

Initial action to meet apparent conditions unfavorable Resolution through diplomatic channels

506.9

Actions to meet conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade of the United States

506.10

Participation by interested persons

506.11

Production of information

506.12

Production of information - Failure to produce

506.13

Postponement, suspension, or discontinuance of action

506.14

Content and effective date of regulation

Authority:

forei~

Part 506 is issued under the Authority of section 19(I)(b)

of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920 (46 U.S.C. §876(l)(b)), section 4 of the
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. §553), sections 21 and 43 of the
Shipping Act, 1916 (46 U.S.C. §820, 84l(a)), and Title V of the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act of 1952 (31 U.S.C. §483(a)), and Reorganization
Plan No. 7 of 1961 (75 Stat. 840).
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§506.1

Purpose

It is the purpose of the regulations of this Part to declare
certain conditions resulting from governmental actions by foreign
nations or from the competitive methods or practices of owners, operators,
agents, or masters of vessels of a foreign country unfavorable to shipping
in the foreign trade C?f the United States and to establish procedures by
which persons who are or can reasonably expect to be adversely affected
by such conditions may petition the Federal Maritime Commission for the
issuance of regulations under the authority
Marine Act of 1920.

of section 19 of the Merchant

It is the further purpose of the regulations of

this part to afford notice of the general circumstances under which the
authority granted to the Commission under section 19 may be invoked and
the nature of the regulatory actions contemplated.

§506.2 Scope
Regulatory actions may be taken when the Commission finds, on its
own motion or upon petition, that a foreign government has promulgated
and enforced or intends to enforce laws, decrees, regulations or the
like, or has engaged in or intends to engage in practices which presently
have or prospectively could create conditions unfavorable to shipping in
the foreign trade of the United States, or when owners, operators,
agents or masters of foreign vessels engage in or intend to engage in,
competitive methods or practices which have created or could create such
conditions.

- 7§506.3

Findings - Conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign
trade of the Ugited States

For the purposes of this part, conditions created by foreign governmental
action or competitive methods of owners, operators, agents or masters of
foreign vessels which:
(a) impose upon vessels in the foreign trade of the United States
fees, charges, requirements, or restrictions different from those imposed
on other vessels competing in the trade, or which preclude or tend to
preclude vessels in the foreign trade of the United States from competing
in the trade on the same basis as any other vessel;
(b) reserve substantial cargoes to the national flag or other
vessels and fail to provide, on reasonable terms, for effective and
equal access to such cargo by vessels in the foreign trade of the United
States;
(c) are otherwise unfavorable to shipping in the foreign .trade of
the United States;
(d) are discriminatory or unfair as. between carriers, shippers
exporters, importers, or ports or between exporters from the United
States and their foreign competitors .and which cannot be· justified under
generally-accepted international agreements or practices and which
operate to the detriment of the foreign commerce or the public interest
of the United States;
are found unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade of the United
States.
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§506.4

Petitions for section 19 relief - General - Who may file

Any person,

includ~ng,

but not limited to, any importer, exporter,

shipper, consignee, or owner, operator or charterer of a liner, bulk, cr
tramp vessel, who has been harmed by, or who can reasonably expect harm
from existing or impending conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade of the United States, may file a petition for the relief
under the provisions of this Part.

§506.5

Petitions

~

How filed

All requests for relief from conditions unfavorable to shipping in
the foreign trade shall be by written petition.

An original and fifteen

copies of a petition for relief under the provisions of this part shall
be filed with the Secretary, Federal Maritime Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20573.

§506.6 Petitions - Contents
Petitions for relief from conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade of the United States shall set forth the following:
(a) a concise description and citation of the foreign law, rule,
regulation, practice or competitive method complained of;
(b) a certified copy of any law, rule, regulation or other document
involved and, if not English, a certified English translation thereof;
(c) any other evidence of the existence of such practice or competitive
method;
(d) a clear description, in detail, of the harm already caused or
which may reasonably be expected to be caused petitioner, including:
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(1) statistics for the representative period showing a present
or prospective cargo loss if harm is alleged on that basis, such
statistics shall include figures for the total cargo carried or
projected in the trade for the period;
(2) statistics or other evidence for the representative period
showing increased costs, inferior services or other harm to cargo
interest if injury is claimed on that basis; and
(3) a statement as to why the period is representative.
(e)

A recommended regulation, the promulgation of which will in

view of the petitioner, adjust or meet the alleged conditions unfavorable
to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States.

§506.7

Petitions- Amendment or dismissal of

Upon the failure of a petitioner to comply with the provisions of
this part, the petitioner will be notified by the Secretary and afforded
reasonable opportunity to amend his petition.
the petition will result in its dismissal.

Failure to timely amend

For good cause shown additional

time for amendment may be granted.

§506.8

Initial action to meet apparent conditions unfavorable
Resolution through diplomatic channels

Upon the filing of a petition, or on its own motion when there are
indications that conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade
of the United States may exist, the Commission will notify the Secretary
of State that such conditions apparently exist, and may request he seek
resolution of the matter through diplomatic channels.

If request is

made the Commission will give every assistance in such efforts, and the

- 10 Commission may request the Secretary to report the results of his
efforts at a specified time.
§506.9

Actions to meet conditions unfavorable to shipping in the
foreign trade of the United States

Upon a submission of a petition filed under the rules of this Part,
or upon its own motion, the Commission may find that conditions unfavorable
to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States do exist, and may,
without further proceeding, issue regulations.

Such regulations may

effect the following:
(a)

imposition of equalizing fees or charges;

(b)

limitation of sailings to and from United States ports or of

amount or type of cargo during a specified period;
(c)

suspension, in whole or in part, of any or all tariffs filed

with the Commission for carriage to or from United States ports; and
(d)

any other action the Commission finds necessary and appropriate

in the public interest to adjust or meet any condition unfavorable to
shipping in the foreign trade of the United States.

§506.10

Participation of interested persons

In the event that participation of interested persons is deemed
necessary by the Commission, notice will be published in the Federal

Register and interested persons will then be allowed to participate in
this procedure by the submission of written data, views or arguments,
with or without opportunity to present same orally.
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§506.11

Production of information

In order to aid in the determination of whether conditions unfavorable
to shipping in the foreign trade of the United States exist, or in order
to aid in the formulation of appropriate regulations subsequent to a
finding that conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade of
the United States exist, the Commission may, when it deems necessary or
appropriate, and without further proceedings, order any owner, operator,
or charterer in the affected trade to furnish any or all of the following
information:
(a) statistics for a representative period showing cargo carried
to and from the United States in the affected trade on vessels owned,
operated or chartered by him by type, source, value and directions;
(b) information for a representative period on the activities
of vessels he owns, operates, or charters, which shall include sailings
to and from United States ports, costs incurred, taxes or other charges
paid to authorities, and subsidies or other payments received from
foreign authorities; and such other information that the Commission
considers relevant to discovering or determining the existance of general or
special conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade of
the United States.
(c)

information for a specified future period on the prospective

activities of vessels which he owns, operates or charters or plans to
own, operate or charter, to and from United States ports, which shall
include projected sailings, anticipated costs, taxes or other charges
to be paid to authorities, and expected subsidies or other payments tn

- 12 be received from foreign authorities; and such other

info~tion

that

the Commission considere relevant to discovering or determining the existence
of general or special conditions

unfav~rable

to shipping in the foreign

trade of the United States ..

§506.12

Production of information - Failure to produce

The Commission 11$y, when there is a failure to produce any
information ordered produced under section 506.11, make appropriate
findings of fact or deem such a failure to produce as an admission
that conditions unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade of the
United States do e:xin.

§506.13

Postponement, discontinuance, or suspension of action

The Commission may, on its own motion or upon petition, postpone,
discontinue, or suspend any and all actions taken by it under the
provisions of this part.

The Commission shall postpone or discontinue

any or all such actions if the President informs the Commission that
postponement, discontinuance, or suspension is required for reasons of
foreign policy or national security.

§506.14

Content and effective date of regulation

The Commission shall incorporate in any regulations adopted under
the rules of this part a concise statement of their basis and purpose.

t:::

....

If . ..
1
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Regulations shall be pulflished b. the Fedetta.Z Regiete1'.

Except where

~

conditions warraut

and c'for aood

cause t regulations promulgated under the

rules of this Part sh•ll not become effective until 30 days after the
date of publication.

Effeotive date.

The provisions of this Part 506 will become effective

30 days after publication in the
By

FederaL Registe1'.

the Commission.

~~~c~~~
Francis C. Hurney
Secretary

(SEAL)

,

~ --

~

STATEMENT BY EDWARD J. HEINE, JR. ON BEHALF
OF PANEL IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 7940

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is
Edward J. Heine, Jr.
Inc.

I am President of United States Lines,

Seated with me at the table today are representatives
I

of every segment of the American flag liner shipping industry,
subsidized and unsubsidized, labor, management and the leading
shipping associations.

All are present because of their

support of H.R. 7940 and S. 868.

I will ask each member of

the panel from right to left to identify pimself and his
affiliation, to demonstrate the unanimity in the liner
industry behind the proposed legislation.

We also have our

attorneys present who have helped in structuring the
legislation.
The Chairman has been kind enough to allow the panel
to present to the Committee a series of slides which clearly
illustrate the necessity of this legislation.

Attached to my

prepared statement is a booklet, the text of which is the
verbatim voice presentation accompanying the slides, and
containing several of the illustrations.

I ask that the

committee accept this booklet as part of our _testimony so that
the visual presentation will be reflected in the printed recor
Before going into the merits of the legislation, it
might be well to point out some of the differences between
H.R. 7940 as introduced by Mrs. Sullivan, Mr. Downing and
Mr. McCloskey, and

s. 868 as it presently is before the

Senate Commerce Committee.

Before doing so, I would like to
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express my appreciation to the Chairman of the full Committee,
the Chairman of the Subcommittee and the ranking minority
member of the Subcommittee for introducing H.R. 7940.
As noted, the bill as it is now in the Senate in the
form of

s.

868, as amended, has certain differences from the

bill as originally introduced in the Senate and as originally
introduced in the House.

Briefly, the differences are as

follows:
The Senate bill provides not only for single rateagainst-rate analysis, but also contemplates consideration of
structures of rates or charges--which affect ocean transportation costs.

Inclusion of structures were deemed essential

so as to encompass the possibility of a third flag carrier
attempting to evade the legislation through the utilization
of a tariff device.

For instance, nonnational flag carriers

might employ "per container" pricing as a tariff device, while
only transporting a selective variety of commodities.

In

the absence of the Senate's amendment this could defeat the
purpose of the legislation.

Where it can be shown that such

a tariff device is being used, the legislation will now

be

effective.
A second major change to

s.

868 as introduced is

intended to prevent diversion of cargo from U.S. ports to
foreign ports as a way to avoid the provisions of this legislation.

-
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A third modification is in the definition of
flag carrier

11
•

11

national

That modification recognizes multi-national

.vessel operating consortia approved by the Federal Maritime
Commission under Section 15 of the Shipping Act, 1916.
A fourth change relates to the movement of certain
hardwood products.

As the Committee is aware, Section 18(b} (1)

of the Shipping Act of 1916, which this legislation will
amend, exempts from the tariff publications requirements softwood
l

lumber products not further manufactured than passing lengthwise through the standard planing machine and cross-cut length
logs, poles, pilings, and ties, including articles preservatively treated on board or frames but not including plywood or
finished articles.

The fourth amendment would extend this

exemption to certain hardwood products from Alaska.
A fifth change· has been suggested to protect the
terminal, stevedores and others.

We concur

in this particular

amendment.
Before going to the reasons for the legislation, we
believe it is essential to highlight what this legislation
is not.
1.

The legislation is not conference orientated.

There is nothing in the proposed legislation that in any way
gives to conferences control over the rates of carriers who
are not members of the conferences.

The bill merely provides

that a nonnational flag carrier may neither maintain nor

- 4 establish rates or tariffs below the lowest national flag
carrier rates or tariffs in the given trade unless the nonnational flag carrier shows, if challenged

that its rates

or tariffs are compensatory on a commercial cost basis.
In virtually every trade where there are conferences, there are national flag nonconference operators.
These independent national flag operators will remain free
to set their own rates and nonnational flag competitors will
retain full freedom to meet those rates.
carriers who support this bill have

on~y

Several American
recently withdrawn

from the Hong Kong/Taiwan conference, not just because of the
rate structures, but because of malpractices.

Other

u.s.

flag operators supporting this bill have been independents
for years in certain trades where conferences exist.

Clearly

the bill is not a conference device.
2.

The legislation is not an anti-third flag bill

but is quite to the contrary.

The legislation will in fact

be entirely compatible with the interests of legitimate third
flag carriers.

Those carriers who operate in the

u.s.

trades

with third flag vessels under normal competitive pressures
need have no fear of the legislation.

In fact those carriers

will benefit from the stability resulting from the
legislation.

•

J

.

..

'

.

3.

)

The bill is not inflationary and it requires

no appropriation.

..

It will cause stability of rates under

a free competitive system \vhich if anything must be
anti-inflationary in nature.

..

Without this legislation our foreign trade could

..

v1ell become the captive of third flag carriers who have no
interest in the needs of U.S. foreign commerce and no ties
to the trade.

Distorted rates having adverse impact upon U.S.

foreign commerce will "inevitably follow.

4.

The legislation will not invite retaliation.·

On the contrary, it will stimulate international cooperation
and .. --vTill create the beginning of a period of s'tability in
,~

~orld trade where legi.timate commercial c'?mpeti-t:.ion will
;,t.

be the controlling factor.

This \vas clearly illustrated

·in the -Senate when the Committee on Commerce received ·a
statement from,the Council of. European and Japanese
... ·--- -------- NaFronar-·s·iiii>~,vner-~-legislation.

AssocIation- -(CENS-A) concern-ing--the-·

That group stated in part:
\

"Thus, CENSA supports any legislation
,directed solely at preventing non-commercial
' practices by non-national lines resulting
from measures taken by their government
agencies or authoritJ.es. 11
This group of shipowners represents almost 50% of the world's
gross registered tonnaga.
".,,

Its mernbars ara domiciled in

,-·,.

virtually every major~~ree world trade country, including
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Japan, Holland, Non·my, S\veden and the United Kingdom.
50% does not include the United States carriers, as none

This

..

..

'

'

are members of CENSA.

'l.'he

membership of CENSA compr

s

both conference and non-conference lines, nearly 60 of v1hich
\vou~d'be

nonnational flag carriers under the bill.

Additional-

ly, it should be noted that the President of the Common Narket
Shipping Association has also publicly stated he hopes other
nat±ons will follow the lead of this legislation.

This can

hardly be c·alled retaliatory.

We of.the panel sitting before you today hope
that other nations will enact similar le~islation.

United States flag shipping.companies are making
inroads into some of the cross trades where we are ourselves
thiid flag carriers.

u.s·. operators have joined the conferences

in those foreign-tQ-foreign trades and have abided ..by
rates.

the~r

Even where we have been denied conference membership,
..

-"''-

··-··.

- -· ..

~·.

~

or where conferences do'.not exist, U.:S. flag carriers pave
.•
··- gepeJ.:.~::tly follo,wed the. preve3.iling -~a.-:tes in the trade •. _ If
.•

other nations enact similar stabilizing legislation it will
be to our advantage and will have our support.

5.

The legislation is not intended to, and.would not 1

affect the equal access pooling arrangements that have been
approved in certain trades by the Federal I-Iaritime Commission.
It \·10uld no·t in any

w~y

restrict or modify the authority or
'!·

flexibility of the FMC to approve such agreements in the

.

.
6.

..

pers.

The bill does not discriminate betHeen ship-

'l'he legislation applies only to liner service common

car~iers

who must file tariffs under Section 18 of the Ship-

ping Act of 1916.

It will not affect the full spectrum of

nonliner services (including tramp operators and charters),

..

·.

nor will it affect those liner movements presently excluded
from tariff filing requirements under Section 18(b) (l} of
the aforementioned Shipping Act; that is, cargo loaded or
carried in bulk·without mark o.:t count, or softwood lumber
products as defined in that particular statute.

No\-l,

}'lr.

Chairman, as to the necessity for the

legislation.
..;..

The

u.s.

foreign trade is the largest single foreign

trade in the world.

The value of

u.s.

exports and imports in

197.4 were 198.9 billion dollars and in 1975 is likely ..to be in

. --·exces·s ·of-200 bi'llion

.·

'dollars~-·

.. Tne annuar gro'\-lth ·ratef·has been·

an ever increasing percentage· since 1961 as extracted from the
\

International Economic Report of the President transmitted to
~~

Congress March 1975 as shown below:
U.S. FOREIGN TP~~E
AVER.Z\.GE ANNUAL GRO%'TH RATE
IMPORT

YEAR
-

1961-1965

. .-

EXPORT

,7%

6%

. lJ%

10%

1972

22~

l'>"'....

1973

25%

44%

197tl

48%

38%

1966-1970

..

·~
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Keeping in mind this growth and the present volume
of toreign trade of approximately 200 billion dollars, let
us look at what has happened over the last t·Henty to tv1entyfiv~

years to our Merchant Marine.

In 1960 the dollar volune of our combined import and
export trades \-vas approximately t\.;enty billion dollars.

The

two hundred billion dollar plus figure for the present
is a ten-fold increase .

Back in 1950i over-all

u.s.

flag

.

participation in our foreign trade was 50% o'f the tonnage
moved.

Today,_

u.s.

flag participation in the liner segment

of ..the trade is only 25% and over-all U.S. flag participation
,.
is down· to 6%.

..
Our liner fleet consists of only 302 vessels, of

.

whi6h 140 are modern, technologically advanced, intermodals;
---·that-is·,- ·containerships, Ro-Ro types, LASH and Seabee-types.

·Our seagoing employment: of approximately 103,000 men
in .1:965 has dropped to approximately 56,000 men today.

We do not raise these figures in a sense of complaint.
There are many factors that 90ntributcd to the situation. For
. :·
example, there was th~:
natural post-\var surge of other nations
:-.....
·

'

',

rehabilitating their merchant marine after World Norld II.
However, \ve do point out: that 1\:r:terica 's .:.1-er:chant Ha.::-ine is

n?'~·

just hanging on by its fingertips to a pitifully small portion
of o.u·r foreign trade and lacks opportunity to fully employ the
skilled manpower pool available.

•·

We are. facing the most threatening combination of

third flag ·carriers that our I•1erchant Harine has ever confronted.
That \ve have been able to· survive until now is due to American
technological developments and advances, great cooperation by
labor, and the help, within the legal limitations, of the con.

I

cerned officials of our Government; such as the Maritline
Administration, the Federal Maritime COmmission and even the
Department of State .

.. Our tech!)._ological and management innovati.ons in
intermodalism and advanced vessels and systems placed us in

....

a position of

leadershi~

in modern liner cargo movement.

How-

.

~~~-r.cthat.l~a.<:le_~S.hip

posi_tion has been eroded J:>y __ the _entry of

predatory operators. who have adopted similarly technologically
advanced vessels.

~vhere

once we led the

~:!Orld

in intermodal

shipoing \ve have now fallen from the leacl in tonnage of tech-

"

.

nologically advanced vessels and our position is being even
further eroded.

A recent article analyzing the Soviet Merchant Marine
.

. r

nuthored by !-!ajar J. E. Barrie, 'I.Y'ho is a Soviet Affairs Analyst
for the

De~e~3e

In~el!igen~e

Age~cy,

published ln the

~~~icna!

Defense Tr.:msportation Association's Tru.ns9ortation Journal

... .

-10•.

of June 3, 1975, noted that prior to \·Jorld

~1/'ar

II the Soviet

was'23rd in ranking among the world's merchant marine tonnage
and today is in 6th place while the U.S. is only in 7th place.
(The Committee will recall that the U.S. was in 1st place after
r7orid Har II.)

·Today the Soviet has 16 companies operating

nearly 7,000 ships of 1,000 deadweight tons or more on 65
p~blish

·lines, 33 of which lines

common carrier schedules.

Ninety ne\v- vessels will be added to their merchant marine
in 1975.

He reports that there are

attending 5 Soviet merchant marine

now~9,000

students

academies~

The Soviet container fleet did not exist in 1970.

By

.

'

1980 the Soviet will be the largest intermodal operator in the
world with in excess of 300 container vessels.

It ·has been

estimated that the Soviet container fleet by 1980 \vill be large
enough to totally monopolize the entire U.S. Atlantic foreign

.
I

.. ·----~~--trade... or_:_the~. entire_ U.S ... Pacific foreign .. trade ~--Additionally-, --the Soviet has the ability to utilize and control the Council
of Economic and Mutual-Assistance (COMECON)
Czecposlovakia, Hungary,

Rumania,

consisting of Poland,

Bulgaria, East Germany and Cuba.

COMECON is used to provide a unified front for competing with
the free world

merchant marine in implementation of what

appears to be a Soviet long-range plan for control of the seas .
... . : ~ .
1.

···~ •

•

·-.:-

We American carriers \·lelcome fair and open competition;
knowing we can and will comp2te effectively and

e£ficie~tly.

But we and other legitimate carriers, both national and third
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fla~,

are

fri~ing

a crisis; a crisis that is upon us now--

thg.t is \vhy \·Je support and urge prompt enactr.t0nt of this legislation.

That crisis is the intrusion into our foreign trade

of predatory carriers who for one reason or another will
destroy existing legitimate competition if not checked.

These predatory carriers are really tv10 in type ..
The first is the independent third flag carrier., \vho, for vmnt
of a better name, we shall call the "opportunistic carrier".
The second is the state-owned or state-controlled carrier •.

The first carrier 1 the opportunistic carrier, in the
· technical sense of the \vord literally "dumps·." his tonnage into

u.s.

the

foreign

t~ade

and remains there only so l?ng as he

sees it to his immediate and short-term advantage.

..

·- 'the--·t:ra·ae
.

for .fast:- prof-it

He uses

and drops the rate on some coi'l'IIilodities

as -~uch as 25 or even 40% to fill his ships at the expense of
..

those v1ho have been serving the trade.

He

·~

·--- ..

~-

.

·--- ...... -- .. -

makes limited or no

capital investment in shoreside facil.iti~s and avoids.perr:1.a:...
nent ties in the trade.

At the slightest sign that a trade

elsewhere may seem more lucrative he cuts and runs.

By the

time he deserts the trade, opportunistic carrier's tactics
will have weakened and could \vell have destroyed national flag
carriers, and indeed,·
~-

legi~imat:e
;, .

third flag competition as \·Jell.

The sudden void created in many cases may cause shippers to
lose

ir markets.

..
Th~ recent rate wars in the Atlantic and the ever

..

increasing price instability in the Pacific find much of their

·.

. roots in the tactics of these opportunistic carriers.

The

history of the Atlantic trade will bear out the dangers that
this type of practice creates.

The single restraint upon the opportunistic carrier
is that somewhere along the line he must consider a profit
i

motivation or fail.
albeit minimal.

Thus for him there is

som~

restraint,

The second type of carrier is even more

dangerous for there is no such restraint inherent

in or

a~ting

upoh th~ state-owned or state-controlled car:t;'.ier not operating
£or ..profit.

It is ,.of course not axiomatic that every state-

owned or state-controlled carrier is predatory; and we do not

l

the•third flag carriers are those certain state-owned carriers
- - · - - · - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. ·-- ·~~·--

'~--------·~ -~-~---·- *··.

- ----------·--

·--=

_.......... .,......-.- - - - .

that operate not for profit, but either for the amassing of
hard currency for state or political purposes or for control
....

of the seas and the ability that they \·lould have, if they

:

got that control, to cripple the international commerce of' the
United States and other nations.

We should note tha·t v1hile

.

He

have focused on the

Communist-block merchant.marine, there are other nations
beginning to follow their lead.

The Arab

~ation3

are all

now developing their o0n merchant marines, and not just tankers.
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The OPEC nations have recently announced plans to spend four
to six billion dollars on new ships between now and 1980 or
1982.

Venezuela has recently announced contracts for ten new

vessels.

Seventeen nations in the Caribbean, including Cuba,
a member of COI'IECON, have ·announced plans to sponsor a stateowned multi-national fleet.·

Thus there is a current proliferation of state-owned
fleets in the world.

With the U.S. having the world's largest

trade and the world 1 s largest free trade, i t is not difficult
to envis;ion

~vhere

much of this fleet will be operated.·

-

.

The history of Corru!mnist-block carrier practices· in
recent years will demons:trate both the dangers faced bY. the
'

.

United States and the salutary effect that the

pendi~g

legis-

'

Prior to 1970 the Far Eastern Shipping Company, a

Sovi~t-mvned line whose acronym is FESCO, did not have a single
vessel calling in U.S. West Coast ports.

Today they operate

on six U.S./Far East trade routes with sufficient vessels and
capacity for the practical equivalent of a sailing every other
'«••.

day from vlest Coast ports. •·

In.

their five years of operations

prior to this July they did not call at a single Soviet port
in those services.

-14-
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The r;'ESCO rate picture prior to COTIL""ilencement of effo:::-::.:>
to achieve a legislative solution to the predatory third flag
carrier problem is also educational.

FESCO in 1973 undercut

the national flag rates on TV sets from Japan to the

U~ited

States by 15% . .'They undercut the rates on toys by 21.4% and
undercut the rates on bicycles by 13.8%.
co~nodities

In electrical

from Japan to the United States the prevailing

national flag rate was $49.50.
12% differential.

FESCO's rate was $43.50; a

To counter that situa'tion the nat.ional

flag carrier rate was reduced to $45.00.

FESCO immediately

dropped its rate to $38.2? constituting a.rate slash of 20%
from the original national flag carrier rate.
rate cuts of this sort is obvious.

On:J-y

re~ently

.

The

i~pact

of

'

the Government of the Philippines an-

.

nounced that it was entering into a joint vent'l,1.re with.FESCO
'

•
. _ ···-"'- .. ~~-J.!l_C)_t~--~h_a..~"t:.~~--~-1:!_:!-_!_ippJ..~.~-~ _d?~s__f.!~!:- eyen_. hay~? ~iplomatic relatio:-.

with the Soviet) to enter into trades bet;veen the Philippines
and the United States, Japan and Europe. -', The announcement said
that; the rates to be published by the nm•T service to Europe
and Japan vlOPld be 15% lov1er than those presently in existence
\~Tith

other carriers and in the trade to the United States \.;oulc

be 10% below the existing rates.
~

-~-·.

;

..

:

.... ·--:: .·
!

·,

•

~

{

·.

In the European/U.S. trade the situation is much

the same.

In 1970 Poli.:>h Ocean Lines had no

oE

-.L:J•

I

containerships.

Today they offer 10,000 20-foot container

spaces annually in 18 different vessels.
Line, a Soviet s·tate-owned

co~pany,

In 1970 BaltAtlantic

had an East Coast

to Europe trade participation of zero.

Today that company is

operating 12 ships with weekly voyages to the East and Gulf
Coasts of the United States.
of this carrier we point

~:mt

As an exarrr9le of the rate tactics.
that. in the last several months

BaltAtlantic offered to carry wines and spirits from the
United Kingdom at 17% below the national carrier rates •
.

.

This offer \·las made at a time '"hen BaltAtlantic did riot have
a single vessel in that particular service •
.

'

.. .

.

•·

Polish Ocean Lines since entering the trade had
slashed r·ates by 25'.9% on tobacco, 20.4% on rags,· and 27.7% on
...... ··----

csheets anSI. as much a~.}~. ?J; on <?-sphalt shingles. Tl)ese
.but a few illustrations of the past rate practices· of

pl~_~t.ic_
.

..

ar~

'

With the exceptions of· t.he announcement concerning a
Phi·l·ippine service and the effort of Bal t_i\tlantic Line to
capture the Hine and spirits trade from the United Kingdo;:n,
the rate practices \vhich I have highlighted for you all took
place

prio~

to the cor:Jr.encet:'er..t o£ legislative efforts to

solve the problem.

.

-.

:-·

- 16 Since the introduction of
and

s.

s.

2576 in the 93rd congress

868 and H.R. 7940 in this Congress, the Communist carriers

have taken limited steps to bring themselves somewhat more in
line with normal and reasonable competitive practices.

For

instance, FESCO has announced that it will start making calls
at Russian ports in the Pacific trades and have already made
one such call during July.

Additionally, they have somewhat

moderated their rate practices.

However there is no doubt in

our minds, and I trust no doubt in your minds, that these
displays of light and reason were entirely motivated by the
pendancy of the bills and in the hope that the displays would
discourage enactment of legislation.

We are certain that if

this remedial legislation is not enacted the Communist carriers
will resume all of their predatory practices and increase them.
We would like to submit for the record a copy of
an article from the June 30, 1975 issue of Business Week
which reflects the necessity for this legislation.
Mr. Chairman, some question has been raised as to
whether the legislation would be in conflict with existing
treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation.
believe that there would not be any such conflict.

We firmly
I was

pleased to hear just recently that a study perf.ormed by the
congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress
has arrived at the same conclusion.
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Now, Mr. Chairman, to briefly touch on some of
the technical highlights of the legislation, specifically
referring to H.R. 7940, and with your permission, we will
highlight some of the changes between H.R. 7940 as it is
now and the Senate bill with some of the amendments that have
been suggested to the Committee and which are acceptable to
this panel.

We, of course, understand that this Committee may

or may not accept any such changes.
After the enacting clause, Section 2{a) and {b)
amend the existing provision of Section 18(b) (1) and (2)
as follows.
While it does not appear in the House bill, the
Senate has suggested an amendment which broadens the present
lumber exemption to include certain other forest products from
Alaska.
The new Section (c) of H.R. 7940 would alter Section
18(b) {2) so as to put rate decreases under the same notice
and effectiveness requirements as presently apply to rate
increases.

That is, while under current law a rate increase

may not become effective until thirty days after the date of
publication and filing with the Commission, rate reductions
may go into effect upon filing.

The amendment would provide

for the thirty-day notice to apply both to increases and

- 18 -

decreases.

This amendment is critical in order to give the

commission and competing carriers an opportunity to analyze
rate reduction filings and to take appropriate action prior
to a given rate reduction going into effect.
The commission would have the discretion--as it
currently has in respect of rate increases--to permit an
earlier effective date for reductions on a case-by-case
basis upon application of the publishing carrier.
Subparagraph (c) of H.R. 7940 corresponds to a
new Section 3 of the Senate version.

The various subparts of

the new subsection (c) constitute the substantive provisions
designed to cure the problem that gives rise to S. 868 and
H.R. 7940.

These subparts are next described in sequence.
Generally speaking, both bills in this area are the

same, requiring that commencing ninety (90) days after
enactment the nonnational flag carrier, as later defined,
may neither maintain nor put into effect any rate or charge,
or structure of rates or charges (hereafter referred to as
"rates") below those of a comparable nature published by
the lowest "national flag carrier" rates in the "given trade"
(which terms are also later defined) unless the test of
"compensatory on a commercial cost basis" is met by the
maintaining or filing norinational flag carrier.

- 19 -

At any time in respect of rates maintained by a
nonnational flag carrier, and within thirty (30) days after
filing of new rates by a nonnational flag carrier, the
commission is empowered to reject such rates {that is,
rates which are lower than the lowest corresponding national
flag carrier rates) if it is determined by the Commission-either upon its own investigation or

upon~a

reasonable

showing by a national flag carrier--that such rates may not
be compensatory on a commercial cost basis.
However, the Commission has discretion to stay any
such rejection within thirty {30) days after the rejection
was ordered when the nonnational flag carrier or any other
person establishes upon good cause that there is a reasonable
probability that the nonnational flag carrier would be able
to prove after hearing that the rejected rate is not in
violation of the subsection.
Where there has been a rejection and subsequent
stay of rejection the rates shall become effective on the
date specified by the Commission when it issues the stay;
but not sooner than the original effective date.
Where there has been rejection and no stay of
rejection, use of the rejected rates is unauthorized unless

-
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and until the Commission, after hearing, determines that the
rates are lawful.

Where the rates have been rejected and the rejection
subsequently stayed, implementation of the rates is authorized
pending completion of the hearing and ultimate determination
as to whether the rates are lawful.

If the rates are found

to be unlawful in that situation, their use thereafter is
unlawful whether or not they have been.previously stayed.

The word
(1).

11

showing 11 is used twice in this subpart

In the first context

11

Showing .. , relates to a reasonable

showing by a national flag carrier that the matter challenged
may not be compensatory on a commercial cost basis.

We

understand that such a showing should be 'reasonable .. if
the national flag carrier is able to establish, for example,
that a nonnational flag carrier's new rate is a further
reduction of that nonnational flag carrier's current rate
that is already below the lowest national flag carrier
rate.

Such a

11

reasonable showing,. would also be established

by the national flag carrier by means of, for instance, a
suitably documented cost affidavit establishing that his
own higher rate is marginally compensatory or less than
compensatory.

The just stated two guidelines are not meant

to be all inclusive, but rather only examples.

- 21 -

The word "showing" is used later in subpart (1) in
the context of a good cause showing by a nonnational flag
carrier or any other person that there is a reasonable
probability that the contested matter will ultimately be
proven, after hearing, lawful.

By way of example, a suitably

documented cost affidavit that the challenged matter does in
fact meet costs would constitute such a "showing".
\

On the

other hand, a mere comparison of the given rate with the
comparable rate of the national flag carrier so as to establish
that the challenged rate is "only" a given percentage less
than the comparable national flag rate would not constitute
such a showing.

Again, these are only examples.

In each of the·above "showingn contexts, the data
submitted to the Commission would be made available to
adversary parties.

That is, the data underlying the "reason-

able" showing by the national flag carrier and the data
underlying a "good cause" showing by the nonnational flag
carrier or other person should, to the extent· feasible, be
made available to the adversary party in both instances in
order to give him the opportunity to challenge or rebut.
As
we . understand the amendments suggested to the
..
Senate Committee, the phrase

11

rate or charge or structure of

rates or charges" is introduced.

H.R. 7940 presently applies

- 22 ..:.

only to a given rate or a given charge and we would recommend
the Senate language applying the bill to "rate or charge or
structure of rates or charges."

A structure of rates or

charges includes not only single rates or charges, but
structures of them as well as the classifications, rules and
regulations related thereto.

This eliminates the possibility

of evasion of the legislation through utilization of various
pricing devices.
The phrase "compensatory on a commercial cost basis'"
is used in both bills.

We understand the meaning of this

phrase to mean that a rate or charge or structure of rates
·Or charges in a given trade to or from the United states
covers all direct and indirect costs, including depreciation,
interest and reserves for operating asset replacement, plus
producing profit after taxes such as would be acceptable to
a prudent business investor in common carriage by water in
foreign commerce.
If a nonnational flag carrier is not subject to·
income tax in the country of its nationality or domicile it
should be deemed, for purposes of determining whether its
rates or charges, or structure of rates or charges, are
compensatory on a commercial cost basis, subject to a
hypothetical tax at the lowest rates applied by the United
States or its trading partner in the given trade to its
national flag carriers.
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If a nonnational flag carrier does not actually incur
a cost normal to commercial operations or does not account
for or consider such a cost in its record keeping or in its
pricing
because of direct or indirect government
subsidy not received by national flag carriers
in the given trade,
or because policy or practice of the country
of its nationality or domicile shifts the burden
of such costs from the carrier to another segment
of the national economy for political or diplomatic gain or consideration, or because of economic
or social or political philosophy alien to one or
the other of the trading partners,
then the nonnational flag carrier shall be deemed to have
incurred such costs for the purposes of the analysis covered
by this legislation.
The Senate version, we understand, will contain
language to protect against diversion by nonnational flag
carriers from United States ports to foreign ports in the
same area.

We recommend this language to the committee.
Both bills contain language requiring the burden

of proof to be on the publishing carrier.

This is absolutely

essential to give any substance to the bill since it will be
impossible for national flag carriers under most circumstances to supply cost figures of its nonnational flag
competitors.

-
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The Senate bill also has further language to
protect stevedores, port authorities and marine terminal
operators.

We commend this amendment to the Committee.
Both bills contain the definitions of national

flag carriers, nonnational flag carriers, and given trades.
Mr. Chairman, again, I am grateful for the
opportunity to have appeared here today

a~d

present these

views in behalf of all of the American liner industry
interests for whom I have spoken.
We urge speedy approval of the proposed legislation.
I would be happy to respond to any questions which
the Committee may have.

ltJ~IV)JI

"""I''',.·-· •

r!.Th·e rate war with Russia.
U. S. ship operators are
sending an SOS for a
law to regulate charges
A full-blown rate war is raging among

Pacific steamship companies, and the
two dozen operators all seem to be
pointing at a Russian freight line as
the instigator and principal offender.
Some rates have been cut more than
20%, attempts to meet the Soviets'
rates have Jed to illegal rebating, and
the whole ferment may result in Congressional action to regulate a trade
that up to now no one has wanted regulated.
The scheduled ocean-freight business-the so-called liner trade-is a rarity in transportation. It is an open
trade, without restriction on entry or
exit and, in effect, without regulation
of rates. A kind of regulation is
achieved on most major trade routes by
. trade conferences, which set rates for
···conference members, but carriers are
not required to belong to these groups.
Where there is a lucrative market,
freedom of entry tends to bring too
many carriers into the market and thus
create overcapacity. That leads nonconference members to seek business
by offering rates well below conference
rates. Conference members cannot
give discount rates, but in a rate war
they often match the low rates by giving cash rebates or free services, both
of which are illegal under U. S.law.
Losing oul Right now, Far Eastern.
Shipping Co. (FESCO), a steamship operating arm of the Soviet government,
and other nonconference carriers are
filling their ships by deeply undercutting conference rates between the
Far East and U.S. West Coast. From
Df.'cember, 1973, to December, 1974,
trade from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong increased 18%. During the
r.ame period, cargo handled by U.S.flag carriers decreased 14% eastbound
and 12% westbound.
This year, the situation has become
tven more serious for the conference
carriers, most of which fly the U.S. or
Japanese flag. FESCO has added new
oontain<'rship::;, as ha\·e other nonconfcrence carri~:rs, and still others are
t?ming on the route. FESCO began serVIrc to the Wc:st Coast in 1971 with
thrt'<' ships. It now has 18.
Ht>lt:n Dclid1 Bentley, rhairr:1an of
the Fl•deral .Maritime Commission,
says bluntly: "The Pacific is not in good
shape." Edward J. Heine, Jr., president
lRI\NSPORTAliON

of United States Lines, says FESCO "reduced the rates on TV sets from Japan
to the U.S. by 15%, toy rates by 21.4%,
and bicycles by 13.8%. These reductions
were put into effect as soon as FESCO
entered the trade." Heine adds that on
electrical commodities from Japan to
the U.S., the national-flag carriers'
rate was $49.50; FESCO cut this to
$43.50. The national-flag carriers
countered with a $45 rate, and FESCO
responded with a $38.25 rate-a 20% reduction from the original rate.
Predatory practices. "The impact of this
.is obvious," Heine says. "Our ability to
compete is neutralized by predatory
t:ate practices of carriers motivated by
politically inspired objectives. Na-

members are doing it."
Rghllng back. The Maritime Commis-

sion last w~ek levied a $75,000 fine
against Miami-based Topp Electronics,
Inc., a. major importer of electronic
equipment from the Far East. Topp
had pleaded guilty on 15 counts of accepting rebates from Blue Sea Line, a
pool of British and Swedish operators.
So far this year, by either negotiated
settlement or legal action, the commission has levied $132,000 in fines on 13
shippers or shipping companies for violations ranging from rebating to failure to file tariffs. "Rebating is a very
widespread practice in the Pacific
trade," says an FMC lawyer.
The FMC can take action against malpractices such as rebating, but it has no
power against discounting, which is the
other major weapon in rate wars. A
pooling agreement in the Pacific simi·
lar to one in effect in the Atlantic could
be effective against both discounting

The Putivlls one of 1S containerships that FESCO now operates to West Coast ports.

tional-flag lines have invested hundreds of millions of dollars in the West
Coast trades and must be able to earn a
return on their investment. FESCO
needs to show no such return, no matter what its investment might be, so
long as it can capture hard currency
and achieve political gain." Another
steamship man says: "The difficulty of
competing with the Russians is that
you can't prove whether they are operating above or below cost. It's like
proving cost to the U.S. Navy."
Although some conference members
abide by the law, and lose business as a
result, others do not. The main problem
is in eastbound shipments, where cash
rebates, free drayage and storage, absorption of container costs, and predated hills of lading ar~ prevalent. One
steamship company vice-president

and rebating. A number of nonconference carriers, including FESCO, have
agreed to discuss how such an agreement could be made to work. But no
one expects a workable pooling agreement to be signed soon.
So U.S. carriers are somewhat
reluctantly asking to be relie\·ed of a
part of their freedom from rate regulation. A bill sponsored by Senator
Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii) would
give the FMC the power to force carriers to demonstrate that all rates are
compensatory on a normally accepted
commercial basis. Hearings have been
held on the Inouye bill, and it is expected to reach the Senate floor by the
end of the month.
Controversy. The bill is strongly supported by U. S.-flag carriers and some
shippers. In support of it, Curt !llarx,
f!USINESSWHK June:lO, !975
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The ability of U.S. flag liner vessels and
of liner vessels of our nation's trading partners to survive in the trades between our
countries is gravely threatened by predatory pricing policies of non-national crosstrading vessels.
Records show that of all U.S. liner imports and exports, only 25 percent move on
American flag vessels; and an ever-increasing share of our liner trade is moving on
non-national cross trading vessels, vessels
carrying flags of third nations in trades
other than their own.

Foreign

15%
The proliferation of state-owned nonnational carriers which charge rates that
do not cover their fully distributed costs
and their growing encroachment upon liner
trade routes of the United States and its
trading partners come as the result of subsidies far exceeding those which other
governments make available to permit
their fleets to operate competitively.

3

There are also privately owned non-national cross-traders who enter U.S. trades
with noncompensatory pricing policies for
short term advantage and without commitment to the long term interests of the
United States or its exporters and importers and without commitment to such interests of our trading partners.

Solving a Serious Inequity
Several possible solutions that would
limit this encroachment are being discussed
in both U.S. and world forums, including
the United Nations- but such solutions will
be a long time in coming.
However, there is an immediate solution- and that is legislation as is currently
before the 94th Congress, S.868. But it's
a solution only if such a Bill is passed and
signed into law.

world, lacks the machinery for protecting
our economy against the "dumping" of excess ship capacity by non-nationals in our
trade routes.
The Non-National Carrier Bill does not
inhibit in any way freedom of the seas, a
doctrine fundamental to America. It is simply designed to give American flag carriersand those of nations with whom we tradea fair chance to compete for cargoes in
their own trades.
The Bill does not bring under regulation
non-regulated bulk or tramp carriers. Nor
does it in any way affect the ships of any
nation in its own trade routes with the
United States. Nor will it adversely affect
the legitimate pricing practices of traditional non-national carriers.
The Bill is fundamentally nothing but a
rate bill. It calls for criteria under which
non-national cross traders would have to
prove their rates or rate structures are
commercially compensatory. Non-nationals would be prohibited from maintaining
rates or rate structures lower than the
lowest corresponding rate or rate structures
among the national flag fleets in a given
trade with the U.S., unless they first justified that a lower rate or rate structure
covers their fully distributed costs ori a
commercial basis.

Rate Destruction
for Political Profit

This legislation seeks to rectify a situation
that has existed for far too long, the situation being that the U.S., virtually alone
among the major maritime nations of the

4

Why any carrier would choose to operate
at a deficit at first glance defies reason. But
many state-owned carriers are not motivated by a need to return a profit on shipping
revenues; their goal is political advantage.
Most countries subsidize their merchant
navies. They do so to underpin them in
their own trades or to make them competi-
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tive in world trade. But some governments
use huge subsidies basically to support
their fleets in "raiding" trades other than
their own for political purposes.
The Non-National Carrier Bill would
only prevent non-national cross traders
from setting rates so low as to injure fleets,
both subsidized and unsubsidized, of trading
partners in their own trade.
The Bill is intended to create a compromise. It does not dictate that non-national
competition be forced to establish rate
parity with the national lines serving trading nations in their own trade, but rather
it requires that any proposed rate or rate
structure lower than the lowest national
flag line rate be justified as commercially
compensatory based on fully distributed
costs.

Alarming Cross Trader Growth
What are the alternatives if the NonNational Carrier Bill is not passed?
Current figures show us that some "cross
traders"- the Russians, the Polish, and
others- are growing at an alarming rate
and are seriously affecting the maritime
fleets of normal trading partners.

Just three examples in three separate
trade routes serve to underscore this point.
The Far Eastern Steamship Company
(FESCO ), just one of 16 Soviet state-owned
ocean shipping companies, in the U.S. Pacific trades alone has increased its container
capacity from none in 1970 to nearly 20,000
twenty-foot equivalents annually on six different service routes in 1974. These routes
run between various U.S. Pacific ports and
Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand, and •Indonesia- not one Russian
port being served in either direction. In
the U.S. East Coast European trade from
1970 to 1974, container capacity of the
Polish Ocean Lines has risen from none to
over 10,000 twenty-foot equivalents annually, and its fleet in this route is comprised of 18 different vessels. Similarly, in
the U.S. East Coast European trade,
Baltatlantic Line, another Soviet stateowned ocean carrier, had increased in just
one year, 1973-1974, its number of sailings
by 200 percent and its trailer capacity by
300 percent to 12,000 twenty-foot equivalents annually. And, as of March the fifth,
1975, five new vessels have added an
additional 17,000 twenty-foot equivalents
annually to this same trade.

Undercutting
GROWTH IN STATE OWNED
NON·NATIONAL FLAG CAPACITYBY TRADE ROUTE, 3 EXAMPLES ONLT
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Such increased share of markets by the
cross traders is attributable to one thing
and one thing only, rates. Rates far lower
than those which would cover their fully
distributed costs on a commercial basis.
Lefs examine some of those rates that
are in the record.
In 1973, in the U.S./Japan trade, rates
of U.S. and Japanese flag carriers on 1V
sets, toys, and bicycles were $45.00, $42.00,
and $36.00 respectively; FESCO's rates on
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FESCO slashed its electronics rate by yet
another 12 percent, to a level 15 percent
below the reduced rate of the national lines.
But what holds true for FESCO in the
U.S./Far East trades, of course holds true
for other government owned and operated
carriers such as the Russians, the Polish,
and others in the U.S./West German trade.

RATES
U.S./JAPAN TRADE

NATIONAL
LINES

FESCO

UNDERCuniNG

TV SETS

$45.00

$38.25

15"/.

TOYS

$42.00

$33.00

21.4%

BICYCLES

$36.00

$31.00

13.8"/.

RATES
U.S./WEST GERMAN TRADE

RATES!REVENUE TON

(EASTBOUND)

those commodities were $38.25, $33.00,
and $31.00 respectively-undercutting
from 13.8 percent to 21.4 percent.

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL

F£SCO
RATE

$49.50

$43.50

FESCO

REDUCED

NEW

$45.00

$38.25

$75.75

$56.00

UNDEIKUTTING
25.9';:'"

RAG$

$70.()0

$$5.75

20,4%

PlASTiC SHEETS

$55.00

$39.75

27.7<Jo

ASPHALT SHINGLES

$58.50

$38.75

While national flag operators in this
trade had established rates on ~astbound
movements of tobacco, rags, plastic sheets,
and asphalt shingles at $75.75, $70.00,
$55.00, and $58.50 respectively, the rates
of a Polish carrier, a non-national operator
in this trade, were $56.00, $55.75, $39.75,
and $38.75 respectively for the same commodities-or undercutting from 20.4 percent to 33.8 percent.
Obviously, state-owned and state-controlled cross trading merchant fleets
represent an area of grave concern.

NEW

DISCOUNT NATIONAL fLAG FESCO
FESCO
RATE
RATE DISCOUNT

12%

POLISH OCEAN
LINES

TOBACCO

RATES/REVENUE TON

1973 FESCO ELECTRONIC RATE SLASHING
EASTBOUND JAPAN/U.S.

NATIONAL FLAG
RATE

NATIONAL
FLAG

1 5'7o

RATES/REVENUE TON

One might properly wonder whether the
non-national operators are merely reducing
selected rates that are on the high side to
begin with. Events point in quite another
direction. In early 1973, FESCO had been
operating for about six months in the
Japan/U.S. trade, with the eastbound electronics rate 12 percent below the applicable
rate of national carriers. Feeling the adverse effects of that reduced rate, the
national carriers reduced their rate to a
level of $1.50 per revenue ton above the
FESCO rate, which was 3.4 percent above
the FESCO rate. Effective six days later,

Commission Report
In the Report of the Commission on
American Shipbuilding (an entity created
by the Congress under Public Law 91-469)
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now has 17 ships engaged in U.S. West
Coast Transpacific service, and not one of
those vessels calls at a Russian port. Along
with some 40 other U.S. and foreign flag
shipping companies, FESCO-Pacific operates outside every existing Transpacific
Conference.

it was stated:

"The state-owned and statecontrolled Soviet merchant marine is an
extreme example of direct government
intervention in maritime activities. During the past 12 years the Soviet government, in pursuit of a strong maritime
policy, saw its merchant marine increase
from 4. 9 million deadweight tons in 1960,
and thirteenth place among the world's
merchant fleets, to 15.4 million deadweight tons and fifth place early in 1973."
From early 1973 through June of 1974,
the Soviet merchant fleet grew by nearly
another one and a half million deadweight
tons.

l
I

SOVIET MERCHANT FLEET AND
GROWTH IN TONNAGE

1960

1974 (JUNE)

4.9 MILLION DWT.

16.8 MilliON DWT.

1345 VESSELS

2306 VESS£lS

The Report continues:
"Thefleet's activities have been
expanded to serve 905 ports in 105 countries. In fiscal 1969, Of)e of its largest
steamship companies, the Far Eastern
Steamship Company, recorded one voyage to U.S. West Coast ports. In fiscal
1973, five container ships ·arid eight
freighters recorded 137 voyages in
FESCO's California and Pacific Northwest services."
Since that time, FESCO has instituted
non-national service between Southeast
Asia and the United States West Coast and
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And the Report goes on to say:
'"As an Independent line, its
rates are 10 to 35 percent below the Conference tariff rates; and, according to an
analysis by the Federal Maritime Commission ... FESCO's tariffs follow no
consistent pattern. The line's vigorous
growth apparently does not arise from
profits but rather from a directed national
policy."
Elsewhere in that report, it was estimated
that the size of the liner segment alone of
the Soviet merchant marir1e would increase
to over 10 million deadweight tons by 1975,
but this proved to be a conservative estimate-that figure was reached in June of
1974, moving the Soviet Union from ninth
to first in world liner tonnage.
At the present level of Russian ship construction, by 1980 the Soviets will have a
liner capacity sufficient to monopolize either
the entire U.S. Transatlantic or U.S.
Transpacific trades.
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USSR MERCHANT LINER TYPE VESSELS
ON ORDER AUGUST 1974
ORY CARGO VESSELS NUMBER 210
WORlD RANK 1st
(By Tonnage)

CONTAINER VESSELS NUMBER 29
WORLD RANK 2nd
(8yfonn~)

This is but one example of the growth
and scope of state-owned competition that
faces us.

Restoring Fair Competition
Almost every nation, including the United States, has its Cabotage laws, protecting the legitimate interests of its domestic
water-borne shipping industry; but the
United States virtually alone imposes no
restriction upon vessel entry into its markets in its foreign trades.
Without some limitation, without enactment of legislation to prohibit "dumping" of
ship capacity by non-nationals, the American merchant marine is going to suffer
materially. It obviously cannot exist solely
on domestic trade, and it certainly could
not provide the capital funding so necessary
to stay competitive in foreign trade routes.
And the same holds true, of course, for our
trading partners.
GOALS OF NATIONAL VS. NON-NATIONAL LINES
GOALS

and remedial legislation is not passed, in
addition to the disappearance of many
national flag lines, would be the complete
dependence of American exporters and
importers upon non-national carriers for
all ocean going commerce. It would mean
the dominance of the seas by the FESCO's
and their counterparts.
America has shown that it has the capability to compete in any market on a fair
and equitable basis. Our maritime workers
are the highest paid in the world because
they are the most productive in the world.
We have developed the technology; the
Container, Ro-Ro, LASH, and the SEABEE;
and we have perfected them to such a
degree that we can compete in any marketplace except where unfair conditions exist.
We have innovated and, despite the fact
that we have been emulated, we have succeeded. But we cannot compete if cross
trader predatory pricing is permitted to
continue.
Legitimate cross traders seeking to provide reliable service at fair commercial
profits support the Non-National Carrier
Bill.
Passage of the Non-National Carrier Bill
is already late, but not too late. If passage
comes in the current session of Congress,
it will establish a climate of fair competition
that the American maritime industry can
accept as a challenge to American ingenuity
and skill.

Grave Alternatives
U.S. AND OTHER
NATIONAL FLAG LINES

GOALS

NON-NATIONAL LINES

With non-national carriers continuing to
seek control of the seas, the only logical
outcome, if they receive shipper support
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But if it is not passed, we may expect
the continual erosion of our merchant fleet.
American seamen will have fewer and
fewer ships to sail.
American longshoremen will have virtually nothing but foreign flag vessels to
stevedore.
And American shipyards will have less
and less to build.
The strongest, most powerful nation in
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the world, the world's leading maritime
trading nation, will be subject to whatever
terms and rates predatory cross traders
dictate, or else become an economic island
isolated from the other trading nations of
the world.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ON S.868

FUTURE RATES ?
U.S. TRADE ROUTES

CURRENT
NATIONAL FLAG
RATES

FUTURE NONNATIONAL FLAG
RATES

TOBACCO

$75,75

$100-$200

-$?

RAGS

$70.00

$100-$200

·$?

PLASTIC SHEETS

$55.00

$100-$200 ·$?

ASPHALT SHINGLES

$58.50

$100-$200

·$?

RATES/REVENUE TON

Action
Not only must we all, as a part of the
American business community, recognize
these consequences, but the threat under
which our maritime industry operates must
be brought fully to the attention of all segments of our economy which benefit directly
or indirectly from our foreign commerce.
Action must be taken immediately and
must start with the passage of legislation
as called for in the Non-National Carrier
Bill.

•

1. Q. What is the meaning of the phrase
''compensatory on a commercial
cost basis?"
A. The meaning of this phrase will be
determined by usage and practical
interpretation of existing transportation law, one definition could be:
"covering all direct and indirect
costs, including depreciation,
interest, and reserves for operating
asset replacement, of earning a rate
or charge plus producing profit after
taxes such as would be acceptable
to a prudent business investor in
common carriage by water in foreign
commerce:•
2. Q. How will the FMC choose to define
and use the term "compensatory on
a commercial cost basis?"
A. The FMC will hold a public rulemakingproceeding.lt has experience
in setting rules as to the compensatoriness of U.S. carrier rates for
military cargoes.
3. Q. Is it fair to place upon the nonnational carrier the burden of proving that the lower rate which he has
initiated is not unlawful?
A. Yes, because the cost a carrier incurs
in performing a service is a fact that
is peculiarly within the possession
and control of that carrier. In the case
of non-national carriers, that evidence is located abroad, outside the
reach of the subpoena power of the
United States. Therefore, the burden of proof is placed upon the only
entity having the knowledge of proof.
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4. Q. Will the FMC in passing a non-national carrier rate apply a certain
rule of thumb in every case? (i.e.
everything that is not less than 10%
of the national flag rate.)
A. No. It will be the duty of the nonnational operator whose rate or
structure is challenged to bring in
preliminary evidence that will make
an obvious case that their rate is
legal.
5. Q. Will lower rates currently in tariff
or on file be affected by the bill?
A. Yes, any rate in effect when the new
law becomes operative can be challenged upon complaint.
6. Q. Would all rates on file be reviewed
for reasonableness?
A. No- only those that are challenged.
7. Q. How can the FMC realistically review all the rates now on record?
A. They can't and they won't have to
since all rates won't be challenged
8. Q. Would open rates in conference
tariffs for other than U.S. flags be
subject to challenge?
A. Rates set by non-nationals under
"open rates" rules would be subject
to the same cost justifications applicable to any other non-national rate.
9. Q. What happens to relationship of
rates in traditional port ranges? (i.e.
U.S. to Taiwan; Japan and Hong
Kong).
A. The relationship of rates in traditional port ranges will not be
affeeted.
10. Q. What happens when a shipper
needs a certain rate and can't afford
the risk of litigation with third flag
carrier- and then is locked into
conference or national line rate?
A. Shipper retains opportunity to seek
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rate from conference, national carrier or non-national carrier and to
use best rate available under the
circumstances.
11. Q. What happens to third flag rates
when national or conference lines
publish a rate increase or bunker
increase?
A. Third flag rates will still be subject
to challenge on the same basisthat is, if it is felt they are non-compensatory by the FMC staff or carrier,
the rules of reason would prevail in
such a circumstance but they would
not be automatically rejected.
12. Q. How can the FMC determine that
rates are compensatory when they
are limited to garnering foreign information in 90 days?
A. It is not mandatory that all supportive information be submitted within
any statutory time period Even if a
rate is rejected, the FMC can suspend the rejection and allow interim
effectiveness of the rate if the publishing carrier brings in enough data
to show a reasonable probability
that the rate is compensatory.
13. Q. What will keep the ocean rates from
going higher if the non-national
competition is removed?
A. Non-national competition will not
be removed if they can justify their
lower rates. In fact, foreign carriers
representing almost 50% of the
world's tonnage have informed the
Congress of their support for third
flag legislation even though those
carriers may themselves be called
upon to justify their rates. Once proven compensatory, their lower rates
will offer plenty of competition in the
U.S. trade.
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14. Q. Won't the conferences be unduly
strengthened or enlarged by the
passage ofS. 868?
A. No. S.868 is not keyed to conference
rates but to the rate of the lowest
priced "national flag carrier" in the
trade; there are many national flag
nonconference lines in the U.S. foreign commerce.

tional) carrier from filing a protest
on a rate whenever they want and
having the FMC suspend it immediately for 30 days to decide whether
a permanent rejection should be
given and thus taking third flag cargo
whenever they want?
A. The lack of an automatic suspension.
19. Q. Why can't the bill be directed at that
non-national third flag carrier that
is creating the unfair competitive
condition?
A. Because there is more than one nonnational third flag carrier dumping
capacity in U.S. trade routes and the
identities of such dumpers may
change.

15. Q. Will non-national rates be suspended
without notice before it is ruled noncompensatory? Will it affect cargo
booked against that rate?
A. The carrier will be given notice of a
rate suspension and he will notify
the shippers. Cargo booked against
a suspended rate will be affected
since the cargo must use the rate in
effect on the day it is shipped.

20. Q. Will the bill affect "detente?"
A. The bill should have no effect on
"detente" because the U.S. is only
trying to institute rules to protect
national flag carriers in the U.S.
trade with its partners. In the Russian trade, the Russian lines are
national flag carriers.

16. Q. Can the suspension power of the bill
be modified so that third flag rate
competition won't be jeopardized
entirely?
A. Third-flag carriers who apply normal pricing practices will be able to
compete without handicap. (Indeed,
they support the Bill.) There is a
provision for lifting the suspension
of a rate- furthermore, in the language of S.868, suspension is not
automatic.
17. Q. Will this bill eliminate non-conference lines ...
a) by making them join the conconference?
b) by making them meet conference rate levels?
c) by putting them out of busi·
ness?
A. No. See Answer 14.
No. See Answer 14.
No. See Answer 13 and 16.
18. Q. What prevents a conference (na-
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21. Q. Will the bill invite foreign retaliation
which will injure U.S. flag carriers?
A. U.S. flag carriers would welcome
similar legislation in any country; as
it would assure fair competition.
22. Q. What should I do if I am in favor of
the bill and would like to see it pass
Congress?
A. Write your congressman or senator
and support the passage of S. 868.
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